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Global emergence of Alphaviruses that cause arthritis in humans
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Arthropod-borne viruses (arboviruses) may cause severe emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases, which pose a significant threat to human and animal health in the world today. These infectious diseases range from mild febrile illnesses, arthritis, and encephalitis to haemorrhagic fevers. It is postulated that certain environmental factors, vector competence, and host susceptibility have a major impact on the ecology of arboviral diseases. Presently, there is a great interest in the emergence of Alphaviruses because these viruses, including Chikungunya virus, O’nyong’nyong virus, Sindbis virus, Ross River virus, and Mayaro virus, have caused outbreaks in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, and America. Some of these viruses are more common in the tropics, whereas others are also found in temperate regions, but the actual factors driving outbreaks in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, and America.

The main focus of this review is the group of mosquito-borne viruses of the Alphavirus genus in the Togaviridae family. Alphaviruses are single-stranded positive-sense RNA viruses with a genome length ranging from 11,000 to 12,000 nucleotides (4). The genome codes for structural proteins are composed of the capsid proteins (C), envelope glycoproteins (E1, E2, E3, and 6K), and non-structural proteins (nsP1, nsP2, nsP3, and nsP4) (5).
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to the lack of sero-epidemiological studies and reliable diagnostic tools. In addition, the role of animals, birds, and arthropod vectors in the transmission and dissemination of these viruses across diverse geographical areas is unclear (10, 11). Emphasis has been put on other arboviruses that present more severe symptoms such as encephalitis and/or haemorrhagic fevers, which result in high mortality with little attention on Alphaviruses causing arthritis, leading to high morbidity and long-lasting symptoms (9, 12–14).

It is suggested that a number of demographic and societal changes have a key impact on the ecology of Alphaviruses and may be responsible for the emergence of these viruses in general. These demographic changes include global expansion of the population that results in uncontrolled urbanisation and leads to increased movement of humans, animals, and vectors, which may harbour viral pathogens. For example, chikungunya fever was introduced to Italy via a viraemic traveller from India (15). Societal changes such as human encroachment in wildlife and animal sanctuaries in search of pasture and water during droughts, changes in land-use patterns, irrigation systems, and deforestation also have an impact (16, 17). Demographic and societal factors may also have an influence on the transmission cycle of these viruses, which largely involve interaction between pathogen, vector, host, and the environment (18). Climate change may also contribute to the emergence and re-emergence of Alphaviruses (19). This is made possible by fluctuations in abiotic factors such as temperature, rainfall, and humidity, which may lead to a shift in the vectors dynamics (19, 20).

According to Atkins (21), viral genetic changes due to genetic reassortment, recombination, and mutations may result in more virulent strains that have increased potential to cause epidemics in immunologically naïve populations. A good example is the Western equine encephalitis virus, which is a result of recombination between viruses of the Eastern equine encephalitis virus and SINV (22). This review will focus mainly on emerging and re-emerging Alphaviruses of public health importance with an inclination to CHIKV, ONNV, RRV, and SINV, which are known to cause arthritis in humans. We describe the epidemiology, clinical features, diagnosis, molecular biology, genetic diversity, and future inclination and/or trends in the emergence of these viruses.

Epidemiology of arthritic Alphaviruses
The epidemiology of Alphaviruses is not clearly understood due to the sporadic nature of the epidemics caused by these viruses (13). Nonetheless, Alphaviruses have a wide geographical distribution across all continents (14). In general, most of these Alphaviruses are known to be enzootic in nature and have the potential to disseminate to other regions (23). That may be because of the adaptations of vectors in new ecological niches, air-travel, seaborne trade, and virus evolution among other factors.

Chikungunya virus
CHIKV was first isolated in 1952 from the blood of a febrile patient in Tanganyika, presently known as Tanzania and since then has spread to other regions such as southern, western, and central Africa (24) (Fig. 1). CHIKV outbreaks have also been documented in India: Calcutta in 1963; Chennai, Pondicherry, and Vellore in 1964; Visakhapatnam, Rajahmundry, and Kakinada in 1965; Nagpur in 1965; and Barsi in 1973 (25) (Fig. 1). Furthermore, CHIKV caused an outbreak in the Democratic Republic of the Congo between 1999 and 2000 with concomitant outbreaks in Indonesia (Fig. 1). The period 2004–2011 witnessed the epidemic of CHIKV in epic proportions. This outbreak was linked to transmission via the Aedes albopictus mosquito vector that has a wide geographical distribution (13). The epidemic began in Kenya and eventually spread across the Indian Ocean to India and Southeast Asia, reaching Myanmar in 2010 (26). In Kenya, CHIKV affected communities living in Lamu Island and Mombasa situated near the Indian Ocean (27).

Affected islands in the Indian Ocean included Comoros, Mauritius, Seychelles, Madagascar, Mayotte, and Réunion involving hundreds of thousands of people (28). From 2004 to 2006, the Réunion Island was hit by the CHIKV, accounting for approximately 265,000 clinical cases and 237 deaths (28). The global toll of CHIKV infection is estimated to be approximately 2 million (28) with India alone reaching an estimated 1.3 million cases (28). Recent outbreaks of CHIKV have been identified in the Americas, mainly south and central (29). In 2013, the first outbreak of CHIKV was discovered at St. Martin in the Caribbean, and by 2014, the virus had spread throughout the entire island into Latin America including Brazil (30–32). Reports from these outbreaks have estimated 1.6 million cases. In Chiapas, Mexico, in 2014, an outbreak occurred where 79% of all febrile illnesses with polyarthralgia were CHIKV positive (33).

O’nyong’nyong virus
ONNV was originally isolated from anopheline mosquitoes and human serum during the 1959 epidemic that affected more than 2 million people in East Africa (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Malawi, and Mozambique) (21, 34, 35). After an absence of 35 years in East Africa, another epidemic occurred in southern Uganda (36). A more recent epidemic (2002) was reported near the shores of Lake Wamala in the Mubende District, Central Uganda (35). Antibodies against ONNV have been detected in humans in Nigeria, Ghana, and Sierra Leone (37, 38).
ONNV has also been isolated in samples from a febrile patient in Chad (34) (Fig. 1). Evidence of ONNV causing an outbreak in Côte d’Ivoire in the 1980s has also been documented (39) (Fig. 1). Although past studies have indicated that ONNV is restricted to Africa, a confirmed imported case of ONNV virus was reported in 2013 in Germany from a 60-year-old woman who had taken vacation in Kenya at the shores of Lake Victoria where outbreaks of the virus had been previously reported (40). Humans may be the only natural host of ONNV, as other vertebrate reservoirs have not yet been identified (41). ONNV includes three strains restricted to Africa, namely, SG650 from Uganda, 37,997 from Senegal, and Igbo Ora virus from Ivory Coast (41).

Sindbis virus
SINV was first isolated from a group of 63 Culex mosquitoes in the Sindbis district, located north of Cairo, Egypt (42). The signs and symptoms of this virus were not well known until 1961 when the virus was isolated from humans in Uganda presenting symptoms of the viral disease (43). This virus has been linked to outbreaks of fever, rash, and arthralgia in South Africa in 1963 and 1974, which affected thousands of people (44) and in Northern Europe in 1981–1982, 1988, 1995, 2002, and 2013, respectively (45–47). In Sweden, SINV causes Ockelbo disease; in Finland, Pogosta disease; and in Russia, Karelian fever (48). Subsequent cases of SINV infection in South Africa have been reported between 1983–1984 and 2006–2010 (44). Other cases and outbreaks of SINV have been documented to occur in Malaysia, Philippines, Papua New Guinea (PNG), Kenya, Australia, and China (49–51) (Fig. 1). A closely related virus to SINV is Babanki virus, which was first identified in Cameroon and known to cause similar signs and symptoms as SINV. This virus is transmitted by similar mosquito vectors of the genus Culex as demonstrated also for SINV and suggested to be a strain of SINV (52, 53).

Ross River virus
RRV is endemic in Australia, PNG, and Pacific Islands (54). It is the most common arboviral disease affecting humans in Australia. The virus was first detected in samples of Ochlerotatus vigilax mosquitoes trapped near Ross River, Queensland, Australia in 1963 (55). In 1979 and 1980, RRV was responsible for a massive outbreak in the Western Pacific involving Fiji, New Caledonia, Samoa, and the Cook Islands (56–58).

Mayaro virus
MAYV is endemic in South America and was first isolated and identified in 1954 from patients presenting an acute febrile illness in Trinidad (59, 60). Several Mayaro disease outbreaks of low magnitude have been reported to occur in northern Brazil and eastern Bolivia (61, 62). In 1978, an outbreak of MAYV occurred in Pará, Brazil.
Anopheles/C1
Aedes
(65). For instance, CHIKV is transmitted mainly by
mosquito species. This virus is maintained in
two cycles – an urban cycle by A. aegypti and A.
albopictus mosquito vectors and a sylvatic cycle by A.
fuscifer, A. africanaus mosquitoes, and wild primates (66).
CHIKV transmission cycle involves mosquitoes, which
serve as arthropod vectors, and humans as vertebrate
hosts and reservoir during epidemics, whereas monkeys,
rodents, and birds may act as reservoirs of CHIKV
during the interepidemic periods (67).

ONNV is transmitted by anopheline mosquitoes: Anopheles funestus and A. gambiae, which are the primary
vectors during epidemics, although a strain of Mansonia uniformis mosqui-
toes (35, 68). The actual reservoir host for ONNV has not been identified yet; however, humans can serve as
amplification hosts during epidemics (69).

SINV is transmitted by Culex, Aedes, and Culiseta mosquitoes, and the transmission cycle involves birds as
reservoirs and mosquitoes as the viral vector (49, 70). For instance, Culex torrentium has been suggested as
the major vector in Sweden, and Aedes cinereus for transmitting the virus from birds to humans (71). SINV has been
isolated from several Culex and Aedes species of mosqui-
toes, for example, Culiseta morisitana, Culex pipens, C.
torrentium, and Ae. cinereus (47, 70, 72). The actual
reservoirs and their role in the transmission and dis-
semination of these viruses are still uncertain. Furthermore,
this virus has been isolated from isolated juvenilie
hooded crow (Corvus corone sardoniis) (42). Birds are most probably involved in the natural cycle of SINV, as
an important reservoir, but spillover to other vertebrates
may occur (72–74). Grouse and passerines are probable
amplifying hosts for SINV (48, 74, 75).

RRV is transmitted by a wide range of mosquito species that fall in the genera Culex, Aedes (Ochlerotatus),
Anopheles, Coquillettidia, and Mansonia (76). Aedes cam-
ptorhynchos and A. vigilax are the primary vectors of RRV
in the southern and northern regions, whereas Culex
annulirostris is the major vector in inland areas (76, 77).
The main reservoir hosts belong to family Macropodidae
such as kangaroos and wallabies; though horses,
brush-tailed possums, and flying foxes have been asso-
ciated to play a role in the maintenance of RRV in nature
(76, 78–80).

The transmission cycle of MAYV is similar to the
sylvatic cycle of yellow fever virus (YFV) involving non-
human primates, mainly monkeys as reservoirs of the
virus (59). Haemagogus species of mosquitoes are the pri-
mary vectors of MAYV, although A. aegypti species
have also been demonstrated to be competent vectors as
indicated by laboratory examinations (81).

In general, the transmission of Alphaviruses encompasses diverse vectors and reservoirs with different bio-
ology. So far, only CHIKV seems to generate enough
viraemia in humans to sustain transmission via human–
mosquito transmission, similar to dengue and malaria.
However, mutations may occur that can change the
tropism of the virus, as for CHIKV that adapted to
growth in a new vector, A. albopictus after the introduc-
tion of a single mutation in the E1 envelope glycoprotein
gene (82).

Clinical features of arthritic Alphaviruses
The definite clinical picture of Alphaviruses is intricate
because most of these viruses present not only similar
signs and symptoms as other infections like malaria and
dengue (83) but are also transmitted by related mosquito
vectors. Even though, CHIKV in some respects shows
similar clinical pictures as dengue virus, which may lead
to misdiagnosis especially in areas where dengue is
demic (84), there are some typical discrepancies, for
example, the presence of joint pain and lack of thrombo-
cytopenia in CHIKV (85). Laboratory documentation is
mandatory for etiological assessment. The most common
symptoms of arthritic Alphaviruses are acute fever, skin
rash, malaise, fatigue, myalgia, and arthralgia that may
be severe (12, 56, 86–88). The infection typically causes
symmetrical polyarthritis preferably in large joints in
both arms and legs. It is difficult to investigate the pro-
portion of subclinical and asymptomatic infections, but
for CHIKV, it is estimated that a majority of infected
persons present with symptoms (89). In rare cases, in-
festation because of these viruses may present severe symp-
toms such as haemorrhage and paraesthesia as with
chikungunya fever (90). However, ONNV infections may
cause eye and chest pains (91). In rare circumstances,
RRV can cause splenomegaly, haematuria and glomer-
ulonephritis, neck stiffness, and photophobia (76, 92).
Most of the emerging Alphaviruses have been associated
to cause severe and long-lasting debilitating joint pain
and fatigue (14, 86, 88, 93, 94).

Diagnosis of arthritic Alphaviruses
The diagnosis of infections caused by Alphaviruses is mainly
performed during epidemics and is faced with challenges
due to serological cross-reactivity between Alphaviruses (95).
Laboratory documentation is mandatory for etiological
assessment. Evidence of coinfection of CHIKV with other
arboviruses such as dengue or yellow fever exists and has
posed a major constraint in the diagnosis because the same
mosquito species that is involved in maintaining CHIKV
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also maintains dengue viruses and YFV (96, 97). Differential diagnosis has to be performed to rule out some diseases such as malaria and typhoid fever, which may present similar symptoms as Alphavirus diseases (83). The periodic nature of outbreaks caused by these viruses poses a challenge in the development of effective diagnostic tools and interventions (13). Virus isolation has been useful in defining viral agents in serum and vectors. Alphaviruses are fast-growing viruses, and if kept under appropriate conditions, they induce cytopathic effects within the first 1–3 days post-infection in contrast to other arboviruses. Serological techniques that use solid-phase antibody-binding assays, such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), have provided a diagnostic platform for identification of these viral pathogens (98). However, these techniques require validation due to lack of specificity and sensitivity (99, 100). Plaque reduction assay is the gold standard for antibody detection especially towards viruses that belong to a similar genus, in this case Alphaviruses. Reverse transcription (RT)-polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is used for detection of RNA virus in clinical samples or for epidemiological surveys. RT-PCR is an excellent molecular diagnostic method for arbovirus detection with high specificity and sensitivity, enabling the identification of viruses in minute samples (101, 102). The next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies such as 454, SOLiD, and Illumina have allowed for genetic characterisation through genome sequencing. However, NGS has not proven superior to other techniques in the diagnosis of viruses (98). A combination of serology and PCR may be the most suitable means for accurate diagnosis of arthritic Alphaviruses, especially during the first 2 weeks of the disease in order to accurately detect acute and convalescent disease cases. Use of both techniques will enhance the sensitivity and specificity while maintaining a fast turnaround time in diagnosis of Alphavirus infections.

Genetic diversity and phylogeny of arthritic Alphaviruses

Alphaviruses have a wide geographical distribution in the world. This is probably due to the erratic nature of outbreaks caused by these viruses creating a challenge in monitoring of emerging Alphaviruses, their risk, and understanding of the epidemic and maintenance transmission patterns and processes of molecular evolution. Therefore, genetic studies have been performed on a number of Alphaviruses such as Venezuelan and Eastern equine encephalitis virus and CHIKV in order to understand their mechanisms behind their emergence (103).

Genetic diversity of Alphaviruses is an important aspect in the identification of circulating virus strains in diverse geographical regions and how these strains evolve over time. By selection analysis, the amino acid sequences of circulating virus strains can be studied comprehensively to determine whether the selection pressures, which are as a result of mutations, can lead to more virulent strains that can cause severe forms of disease in immunologically naïve populations. For instance, virulent strains of SINV have been demonstrated to infect neurons in mice hence spreading to the central nervous system causing encephalomyelitis. One amino acid substitution (histidine to glutamine) in the SINV-E2 gene at position 55 has been linked to increased virulence (104) and another change (serine for arginine) at E2 position 114 has been linked to decreased virulence (105, 106).

Genetic studies indicate the presence of three distinct CHIKV lineages circulating in Asia and Africa (4), namely, Asian, Central/East African, and West African, which are based on their main geographical locations, for example, the West African genotypes comprise isolates from Nigeria and Senegal (Fig. 2). It is believed that the CHIKV outbreaks experienced from 2013 to 2015 in diverse areas in the Caribbean were caused by the Asian genotype strain of the virus, whereas from 2005 to 2006, outbreak in the Réunion Island was caused by the East/Central/South African genotype (107, 108). However, in September 2014, genetic analyses of positive samples of cases taken during the recent outbreak of CHIKV experienced in east-central Brazil indicate that this epidemic was caused by the East/Central/South African and not the Asian genotype, indicating that both genotypes are circulating in the Americas (31, 109).

Three major strains of ONNV have been isolated from humans and mosquito species of A. furcifer. These strains are restricted to the African continent including the original Gulu strain from Uganda (41). The nucleotide sequences of these strains have been published in GenBank. Igbo Ora virus, which is endemic in Ivory Coast, was initially thought to be related to ONNV by complement fixation test, and molecular analyses of the sequences confirm that the virus is a strain of ONNV (41) (Fig. 2).

The close relationship between the South African and Northern European SINV strains suggests that migratory birds may have carried the virus over long distances. Avian hosts may advance the spread of the viruses via migratory routes across different continents, and this leads to the expansion of the virus population and increasing the chances for genetic drift (10, 49, 110). SINV fall in to five distinct genotypes based on the structural glycoprotein E2, with varying geographical distribution, for example, SINV-I circulates in Europe, Middle East, and Africa; SINV-II genotype is found in Australia and Malaysia; SINV-III in India and Philippines; SINV-IV in China and Azerbaijan; and SINV-V in New Zealand (49) (Fig. 2).

RRV has a number of strains circulating in particular regions of the Australian continent (76). These strains have been shown to vary according to their level of virulence in mice and also in terms of their antigens (111–114).
The circulation of 

Alphaviruses 

in nature has not been fully explored. Information about possible animal reservoirs and their actual role in the maintenance, transmission, and dissemination of these viruses during the interepidemic periods is uncertain and needs to be investigated further irrespective of the long periods between epidemics. The presence of a wide range of possible viral 

Future inclination of arthritic Alphaviruses 

In general, Alphaviruses have a relatively unknown ecology and epidemiology (13), which make it difficult to predict future outbreaks. A number of factors have been suggested to contribute to the increase in prevalence of these viruses. This includes climate change, increased urbanisation, international travel and trade, change in land-use patterns mainly for agricultural use, deforestation combined with changes in vector biology, and containment and viral adaptation of new ecological niches (16). These factors, combined with the spontaneous nature of these viruses, could serve as a means to provide an in-depth understanding of the emergence and re-emergence of potential Alphaviruses in human populations. In Australia, it is hypothesised that a change in land-use practices and climate change may amplify the range and activity of Alphaviruses as well as other mosquito-borne viruses in the future (118).

The circulation of Alphaviruses in nature has not been fully explored. Information about possible animal reservoirs and their actual role in the maintenance, transmission, and dissemination of these viruses during the interepidemic periods is uncertain and needs to be investigated further irrespective of the long periods between epidemics. The presence of a wide range of possible viral
hosts including wildlife also needs to be explored. A few studies have demonstrated the presence of antibodies against Alphaviruses, for example, the detection of antibodies against CHIKV in serum sampled from non-human primates and antibodies against SINV in passerine species of birds (24, 119). There is evidence of a few strains of SINV that have been distributed to South Africa from Sweden, most likely by passerine migratory birds (12).

As most Alphaviruses are transmitted by mosquito vectors, there is a high possibility of propagation in diverse regions leading to outbreaks. The global spread of Alphaviruses may be attributed to the presence of diverse mosquito vectors; a wide range of reservoirs that amplifies these viruses in nature; the transmission of chikungunya by both sylvatic and urban cycles, which involve diverse Aedes species, non-human primates, and humans; and their ability to create new genetic variants by recombination. In addition, relocation of viraemic vertebrates as drivers of dissemination to geographical areas where the environment is compatible with endemisation has also contributed to wide distribution of these viruses. An example is SINV transmission, which is linked to the movement of migratory birds from South Africa to Europe and vice versa (119).

Currently, there is a lack of vaccines for prevention and antiviral treatment of Alphavirus diseases (13). The lack of vaccines and efficient treatment is possibly attributed to the fact that these outbreaks are sporadic and most of the viral diseases are self-limiting. For CHIKV, one of the most important Alphavirus, vaccines studies are initiated, but candidates need to be evaluated further (120, 121). Meanwhile, prevention using other means is important. For instance, the cases of CHIKV in the Réunion Island began to rise in December 2005, and by May 2006, the disease had waned off (13). The CHIKV outbreak response plan initiated by the citizens of Réunion Island is one of the strategies that made it possible for the disease to be managed and controlled (122). This involved mass campaigns where reports of the suspect cases were brought to light, creation of a website where all matters concerning the disease were channelled, and community sensitisation and mobilisation through education. Regular surveillance systems should be put in place in endemic areas inclined towards these viruses to enable early detection including quantification of the burden of these diseases and prediction of future outbreaks before they arise. Therefore, there is a need for development of rapid and accurate (with high degree of sensitivity and specificity) diagnostic kits specific to Alphaviruses, which are cost-effective. This will assist in reducing the time and energy involved in performing potential differential diagnoses to rule out the presence or absence of arbovirus and parasitic pathogens in clinical samples.

Conclusions

The presence of diverse arthropod vectors and reservoir hosts (known and unknown) plays an important role in the circulation, transmission, and dissemination of emerging Alphaviruses across diverse geographical regions and over great distances. Ecological factors influence the transmission dynamics of these viruses by providing an environment for the virus, vector, host, and reservoir to thrive. The identification of an accurate case definition, diagnosis, and treatment of Alphaviruses remains a challenge due to the similar signs and symptoms they present with other arbovirus and parasitic diseases. A case in point is the uncertainty around a clinical distinction between the symptoms for chikungunya and dengue. The periodic nature of their epidemics and the relatively long periods between epidemics make it difficult for therapeutic options to be used. Whether Alphaviruses are maintained in reservoir hosts between epidemics needs to be investigated to guide the detection of these viruses, for appropriate prevention and control measures to be in place before they cause new outbreaks.
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